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Abstract: The field of psychiatry is facing an important paradigm shift in the provision of clinical care and mental 

health service organization toward personalization and integration of multimodal data science. This approach 

termed precision psychiatry aims at identifying subgroups of patients more prone to the development of a certain 

phenotype, such as symptoms or severe mental disorders (risk detection), and/or to guide treatment selection. 

Pharmacogenomics and computational psychiatry (CP) are two fundamental tools of precision psychiatry, which 

have seen increasing levels of integration in clinical settings. Here we present a brief overview of these two 

applications of precision psychiatry in clinical settings. 
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The field of psychiatry is facing an important paradigm shift in the provision of clinical care and mental health service 

organization [1]. Traditionally, clinical management and selection of treatment has aimed to develop 

methodologically robust, standardized and reproducible, but universal, evidenced based approaches. Whereas, in 

the last decade there has been a slow but incremental focus on developing personalized approaches to care [2]. In 

its last iteration, the advancement in omics technology, digital monitoring and analytical pipelines [3] have led to 

the development of precision psychiatry [4]. Briefly, precision psychiatry aims at implementing advanced multimodal 

data science based on clinical, neuroimaging, proteomic, genomic and digital biomarkers to identify subgroups of 

patients more prone to the development of a certain phenotype, such as symptoms or severe mental disorders (risk 

detection), and/or to guide treatment selection [5]. Ideally, in precision psychiatry, those individuals with a specific 

biological make-up that predisposes to treatment resistance would be targeted with early intensive trials of those 

drugs that are effective in severe clinical forms (e.g. clozapine in treatment resistant schizophrenia). Similarly, people 

with treatment responsive signatures could be prescribed early in the course of the disorder with the drug best 

matching their biological fingerprint. Regrettably, however, precision psychiatry is not bereft of limitations and 

several barriers might impede its full implementation in clinical practice. The first set of obstacles relates to inherent 

properties of precision psychiatry algorithms which are still characterized by variable level of accuracy [6,7]. 

Generally, the more diverse data sources are integrated into models (e.g. genetic and environmental), the higher 

accuracy is achieved [8]. Also, precision psychiatry paradigms may still lack neurobiological interpretability, 

explainability, and generalizability [9]. For example, risk disclosure of estimates derived by precision psychiatry 

algorithms might be beneficial but also entail some risks [10]. It is plausible that the communication of risk estimates 

to an individual might lead to modify the risk itself based on their consequent decisions (i.e. starting a treatment 

program) but also on the development of personal and public stigma associated with a mental disorder risk label 

[10]. This should lead to the development of specific roadmaps for the implementation of precision psychiatry that 

should account for interdisciplinary recommendations from funders, healthcare providers, clinicians, patients, 

families and caregivers [10]. A major obstacle on the road to precision psychiatry is the inadequate characterization 

of mental disorders, in terms of their etiology, pathophysiology and correspondence with clinical features. To 

accurately predict diseases, and to treat each individual with sufficient specificity requires we first learn about the 

causes and mechanisms that differentiate the illness in one person’s from another. This is especially true when 
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different individuals share the same clinical presentation or “phenotype”: it is in fact clear that the relatively high 

clinical and pathophysiological heterogeneity of mental disorders is not adequately captured by current diagnostic 

categories. Further diversity is brought about by subjectivity of clinical observation, social and environmental factors 

[11]. In this context, the development of precision psychiatry needs to be based on solid bases that can be identified 

in those applications successfully tested in clinical scenarios. Indeed, as in any other transformative phase in 

healthcare (and especially in psychiatry), there is always asymmetry in the development and implementation of 

specific aspects of the new model of care, with some tools being applied more easily and rapidly than others. This is 

the case of two essential components of precision psychiatry, and specifically pharmacogenomics and computational 

psychiatry (CP), which have seen increasing levels of integration in clinical settings.  

Pharmacogenomics is a powerful tool of precision psychiatry. It consists in the analysis and the application 

of genomic information to develop targeted therapies through identification of those individuals likely to respond 

(or non-respond) to a specific drug or to develop adverse drug reactions related to the same given drug (safety 

pharmacogenomics) [12]. Indeed, pharmacogenomics applications in psychiatry are now multiple and often fully 

integrated into clinical practice [13–15]. For instance, meta-analytical evidence of 10 randomized clinical trials and 

3 open label trials, showed that patients who received pharmacogenomics-guided antidepressant therapy were 

more likely to achieve remission compared with those that received unguided antidepressant therapy [16]. Another 

study showed that the application of a Pharmacogenomic Panel in a healthcare setting with patients managed by 

primary care providers or by psychiatrists led to a faster improvement of depressive symptoms if administered 

earlier (4 weeks) compared to a later time (12 weeks) [17]. These successes are the results of more than a decade 

of efforts in the development of guidelines to support practitioners selecting the appropriate genetic tests for a 

given medication and using test results to adjust its modality of use or its dose [18,19]. Interestingly, there are also 

data supporting the cost effectiveness of pharmacogenomic testing in psychiatry [20], making this tool suitable for 

coverage within public health systems. In fact, there are indications that panels with a minimum gene and allele set 

16 variant alleles within five genes (CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, HLA-A, HLA-B) could be useful to use 

pharmacogenomic testing as a standard protocol and companion tool for psychotropic medication selection and 

dosing [21]. In parallel with these pragmatic and clinically oriented application of pharmacogenomics, there has been 

a fertile area of research using pharmacogenomic phenotypes for the dissection of the genomic complexities of 

psychiatric disorders. For instance, the genomic analysis of lithium responsive patients with bipolar disorder, in the 

context of the Consortium on Lithium Genetics (ConLiGen) [22], has identified significant association signals in 

chromosome 21 [23] creating a dataset suitable for follow-up analyses. The predictive power of models based on 

genomic data alone for the a priori identification of lithium responsive patients may still be inadequate [24], but 

there is evidence that the integration of phenotypic and genomic data can distinguish patients with bipolar disorder 

who are more likely to respond to lithium from those who are not [25]. 

CP may also contribute to make significant advances in precision psychiatry. CP is an emergent transdisciplinary field 

that uses mathematical tools to explain the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders, with particular attention to the 

mechanisms that govern the processing of information in the brain. One major strategy of “theory driven” CP is the 

development of mathematical models that seek to explain specific mental or brain processes underlying behavior 

[26,27]. Usually, CP exploits computerized task where the “environment” is controlled in stochastic or mechanistic 

way, while the proband choices and reaction times are recorded. For instance, an individual may be asked to select 

which (virtual) slot machines to activate based on the observed winning rate, across a number of trials. Such models 

are often termed “generative” as they reflect what the researchers assume about the brain/mental computations 

underlying behavior: they do not just describe behavior in terms of “raw” data (e.g. percentage of wins), but as a set 
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of latent parameters which express latent individual features (i.e. trial by trial expectations, levels of uncertainty, 

prediction errors, learning rates and others) [28]. Essentially, CP sees researchers build precise simulation of how a 

brain / mental function leads to behavior; to do so, it forces them to formally and unequivocally define such 

functions, as well as testing them. Thus, CP models are rather complex to build and evaluate, but they are becoming 

increasingly sophisticated and powerful to dissect, measure and explain the variability of human behavior at 

different timescales and levels. This may notably relate to specific cognitive functions, diagnoses or individual clinical 

features, i.e. “symptoms” [29]. Notable examples include models of perception, cognition, reinforcement learning, 

(Bayesian) updating of internal values or beliefs, inference and action [26,30,31]. CP model parameters are 

specifically promising to reconcile the subjective perspective of psychopathology with objective measurements , as 

well as improving the precision of the correspondence between behavior, neurobiology [32] and neuroimaging data 

[33]. In some cases, attempts are made to consider CP parameters as intermediate phenotypes and prompt the 

genetic dissection of normative brain processes or disease [34]. 

In light of this brief description it may become apparent that CP may be a stepping stone in the climb towards 

precision psychiatry and normative modeling [35]. Reliable and precise measurements of latent processes have the 

potential to uncover how multiple neural mechanisms potentially lead to developing similar symptoms (e.g. auditory 

hallucinations) in different subjects [36,37], or across different disorders (e.g. anhedonia in depression or 

schizophrenia) [38] with notable implications for treatment choice. Other studies, for instance, have shown that 

specific parameters from a reward-effort model of depression were able to predict clinical relapse after 

antidepressant discontinuation [39]. Another stream of CP studies, namely “data-driven” investigations often based 

on Artificial Intelligence, can leverage diverse data sources to classify or stratify individuals for clinical purposes [40]. 

Clearly, the very issue of reliability is being re-conceptualized to account for this specific framework [41,42]. 

In summary, we have shown that precision psychiatry is becoming a reality in psychiatry especially if founded on 

tools that are already being validated in clinical practice and/or are extensively investigated in clinical research 

settings. To make psychiatry more precise means to reduce the latency to the most effective treatment, to increase 

the efficacy of preventive strategies, to clarify the pathophysiological underpinnings of psychiatric disorders and to 

reduce the stigma, all aspects that will ultimately decrease the suffering of people living with a mental disorder and 

promote well-being and good quality of life. 
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